
 
 

Mobile, Alabama, to Ring in 2023 with  

One Giant MoonPie, One Headliner and Two Opening Acts 
 

Mobile, Alabama (September 13, 2022) – With a mantra like “Born to Celebrate,” you know 

there’s no party like a Mobile party … and the city’s New Year’s Eve bash, called “MoonPie Over 

Mobile,” ensures that one year ends on a high note while the new year launches something 

spectacular … and sticky-sweet. 

Mobile is regularly recognized for hosting one of the country’s most offbeat New Year’s Eve 

drops. For 15 years, this city has been dropping a 12-foot, 600-pound electric MoonPie as the clock 

strikes midnight on December 31.  

The world’s largest edible MoonPie also makes an appearance that night, plus there are 

fireworks, a laser light show, an impressive second line parade (if you’re not familiar with that 

concept, look it up and prepare to be dazzled), and live music. This year’s event is shaping up to be 

one of the best ever, with an impressive headliner – Third Eye Blind -- and two opening acts, The Red 

Clay Strays and Levon Gray.  

So, what’s all this fuss about MoonPies? 

Let’s start with a quick history lesson: Though New Orleans is certainly known for its Mardi 

Gras, the popular celebration actually started 150 miles away in – you guessed it – Mobile, Alabama, 

320 years ago! But it wasn’t until the mid-1900s that people began tossing MoonPies from their 

parade floats. Mobilians seem to love having marshmallow-filled, chocolate graham sandwich 

cookies being thrown at them, which brings us to present day … when a whopping half-million 

MoonPies get tossed during the Carnival season. Mobile consumes more MoonPies per capita than 

anywhere else in the country, including the pies’ hometown of Chattanooga, Tennessee. To pay 

homage to the sticky treat that plays such an important role in one of their other annual fetes, 

Mobile created the world’s largest electric MoonPie to ring in each new year. 



The New Year’s Eve celebration attracts both residents and plenty of visitors, and it’s never 

too early to book a room. To help visitors who make a resolution to ring in 2023 and then stay and 

play, a list of accommodations with special New Year’s Eve packages will soon appear here: 

https://moonpieovermobile.com/stay-and-play/. To get more details about MoonPie Over Mobile, 

head to https://moonpieovermobile.com/.  
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